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NAJO®BACKBOARDS

NAJO® Backboards feature a unique blend of advanced plastics  
and foams, creating a strong, yet lightweight backboard.  
One-piece, HDPE construction is impervious to all bodily fluids,  
is easy to decontaminate, and provides 100% x-ray translucency. 
The boards are also buoyant and can be used to float a patient in 
the water. Competitively priced for even the smallest organizations 
and guaranteed for life under normal usage (except the NAJO Lite 
which features a two-year warranty).

Versatile family of backboards for any situation

NAJO Options  
 � Color Options: NAJO® Backboards are available in standard colors: red, orange, blue, 
green and yellow. Custom colors can be accommodated for larger orders (50 qty 
minimum). Also available in a “split color” version, taking two of the standard colors 
and applying them to opposite ends of the backboard (25 qty minimum).

 � Custom Graphics: All NAJO® Backboards (except the Disaster Board) can be ordered 
with custom graphics. Place your name or logo on the board to distinguish your 
boards from other services’. Graphics are permanent and cannot be removed.

 � All boards are available with no pins or with 10 or 18 pins. (Not including disaster or 
water board)
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NAJO®BACKBOARDS

Specifications
     Load
Model Length Width Height Weight      Limit 
NAJO RediHold 72 in. 16 in.  1.75 in.  16 lb  600 lb
NAJO RediWide 72 in. 18 in.  1.75 in.  16 lb  600 lb
NAJO Lite 72 in. 16 in.  1.75 in.  14.5 lb 450 lb
NAJO RediBoard 72 in.  16 in.  2.25 in.  16 lb  600 lb
NAJO Disaster Board 72 in.  16 in.  2.25 in. 15 lb 600 lb
NAJO Sports Board 80 in.  20 in.  2.25 in.  27 lb 1000 lb
NAJO Water Rescue 72 in.  16 in. 2 in.  14 lb  450 lb

NAJO RediWide® 
The NAJO RediWide® is 18” wide for patient situations that require “more 
backboard”. The RediWide® is 1 3/4” thick with angled edges for smooth log-rolls 
and painless patient placement. The rectangular shape allows patient placement 
from either end. 

NAJO RediBoard®
The NAJO® Rediboard is our most popular backboard and does not have a 
designated front, back, top or bottom so the patient can be positioned and 
immobilized faster. 

NAJO Sports Board
The NAJO Sports Board is specially designed for the professional athlete. The 
Sports Board has a 1000 lb. load capacity with a 20” width and 80” length to allow 
athletes to be immobilized with their sports equipment still on. 

NAJO RediHold® 
The NAJO® RediHold is our top-of-the-line backboard with two handles at a 
tapered end to allow for more stable transport. The head area is smooth to insure 
all head immobilization devices adhere to the board and the edges are angled for 
log-rolling.

NAJO Lite Board
The NAJO Lite is our lightest NAJO backboard at just 14.5 lbs. and features a 
central slot in the lower half of the board to immobilize each leg separately. 
The Lite also features two handholds at the tapered end to allow more stable 
transport and angled edges for easy log-rolling.

NAJO Water Rescue Backboard
The NAJO Water Rescue Backboard is specially designed for all water and land 
rescue. The board is lightweight and buoyant and the tapered end without foam 
fill allows easier submersion under patient during water rescue. 

NAJO Disaster Board® - set of 35
The NAJO® Disaster Board is the same great board as the NAJO® RediBoard but is 
sold in sets of 35 in yellow only with no graphics or pins to provide an economic 
solution for backboards needed for a mass casualty incident. 
 


